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Abstract
ExplainableArtificial Intelligence (XAI) has established itself as a central tool for developing
advancedAI systems in even high-stakes domains, as techniques of explanation have under-
pinned an increased trust in their deployment by experts. While there is excellent research
and ongoing developments in this area, it was felt that there was insufficient understanding
of how to apply XAI properly when the explanations were not designed for experts.

To develop this understanding, particularly in the area of trust where XAImarkets itself,
this project used a human-centred approach to develop substantiated design concepts and
identify practical design elements. This was achieved by a participatory design process,
producing XAI for select scenarios from a mobile banking app; stylised to resemble the
Starling Bank mobile app, to improve believability for participants.

The studies involved demonstrated that interpretable “glass box” models which
produce written, textual outputs in a concise, plain language manner, was the desirable
explanation method for users. These levied existing financial literacy and natural language
skills, rather than requiring the user learn how to read a more graphical explanation. The
applicability of such explanations as supplementary diagrams was established, however
participants recognised that these were not always desired, particularly in time-critical
contexts, where the textual designs were considered preferable and sufficient.

From our findings, we establish a few heuristic guidelines that can be considered for
future research, particularly in XAI for banking. These findings demonstrate that there
are indeed aspects where human-centred XAI approaches similar to the one pursued in
this project can reveal the contextual nuance of an XAI deployment, which can provide
valuable insight into what qualities are essential to the XAI used, enabling prioritisation
and designs that contrasts in areas with broader XAI guidelines.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation documents a project that began with the realisation that, currently, there
is little understanding of what makes an appropriate Explainable Artificial Intelligence
(XAI). While there are already many designs, the popular approaches used for real-world
deployments of XAI are expert-centric dashboards [1–8]. This belies a broad consensus
that no single explanation is perfect [1], that there is no “silver bullet”.

This project, however, attempts to step back and consider, from a human-centred
perspective, what actually comprises the important design elements for XAI that would
be applicable to all users, covered by only a couple designs rather than a dashboard.
To achieve this, the project focused on the following research goal: Understanding and
improving trust in computers through participatory design of XAI in a mobile banking app. This
provided an apt research question: What are the critical design elements of XAI that promote
acceptance and trust in a mobile banking app?

1.1 Motivation

Currently, the field of XAI is still quite new and developing rapidly. There is, however,
a notable absence of human-centred research in many of its areas, and its deployment
remains guided by existing design principles without questioning their applicability for
that context. While there will indeed be a great deal of horizontal transfer from wider
user experience design and human-computer interface (HCI) work, we are concerned
at how they are applied without confirming they are suitable, and without identifying
possible exceptions to the accepted rules.
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1. Introduction

We are also highly concerned that this research and deployment is driven without a
human-centred philosophy guiding the design process to ensure that trust is maintained
and promoted between the user and the computer. Understanding and improving trust is
extremely important for XAI, as one of the foundational pillars of XAI is the recognition
that unexplainable AI are inherently untrustworthy, which is a major blocker on continued
development and acceptance of AI research into new domains and applications.

At this moment, over 70% of people in Great Britain make use of online banking [9],
with over a quarter of adults making use of digital-only banking such as Starling Bank or
Monzo [10]. Given an increasing customer desire for improved service and convenience,
banks are exploring computer automated decisions with XAI to meet this demand.
Studying XAI within this lens is highly meaningful, as it covers a real-world, high-stakes,
application of the technology. To this end, the project partnered with Starling Bank to
explore these questions within the context of a mobile banking app.

Here, a participatory design process (co-design), would enable us to determine what
was important for users in their acceptance of explanations given by XAI. As co-design is
a human-centred approach to design, focusing on real user needs and desires, though
would substantiate our findings as an early step in understanding the relationship of
trust between users and computers as mediated by XAI, and the capabilities for XAI to
promote trust in an honest and grounded manner.

1.2 Overview

In this dissertation, I record the process and findings of this research project into a
human-centred approach to XAI in a mobile banking app. This Introduction (Ch. 1) is
intended to outline the purpose and intentions of this project. Beyond it, I review relevant
literature and discuss the Background (Ch. 2) of the study.

This dissertation then covers the Methodology (Ch. 3) used in each phase of the
project. This includes reflection on how the studies performed seek to answer the research
question, with consideration for the limitations involved.

This ultimately sets up the Results, Designs, and Findings (Ch. 4) that were made
from thematic analysis of the studies, and evaluation of the XAI designs produced. This
is rounded off with the Conclusions (Ch. 5) of the study, summarising what has been
observed, what can be inferred, and what questions are raised for future research efforts.
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Chapter 2

Background

To establish the relevant concepts and notions for this dissertation and the study described
therein, this chapter discusses the background involved and a range of relevant literature.

Section 2.1.1 covers many of the notions that underpin the fundamental goal of
promoting trust through developing human-centred XAI. While the studies performed
have supported the implicit assumption that explanations improve trust between users
and the system, they have more importantly revealed that this is nuanced and frequently
dependent upon appropriate explanations for the intended audience.

In Section 2.1.2 we review some important developments in both XAI technique but
also informative demonstrations of XAI, including potential concerns and limitations.
Critically, these begin to identify fundamental design elements and principles, but also
demonstrate that we need to consider explanation methods beyond seminal works such as
SHAP [11] and LIME [12], as the nature of post-hoc analysis and explanation is found to
run counter to the requirements for transparency for interpretable models in XAI.

Ultimately, we find that XAI research is undergoing a resurgent wave of developments
that are increasingly human-centred. New work is critical of the assumptions posited
at the outset of the field, and is beginning to develop more nuanced and grounded
theories of XAI. This has been reinforced by renewed interest in “glass box” models,
which offer transparency into their workings, providing internal explanations that are
known-correct thanks to the transparency afforded; as opposed to obfuscated black box
models, which require external explanations that attempt to demonstrate the workings.
We are also seeing how human-centred, iterative design processes clearly address many
of the issues faced in research, where designers are able to embrace the “surprising”
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2. Background

and “counter-intuitive” findings they discover. Overall, the outlook is hopeful and the
direction for future research is positive, and we see that many of the concepts established
and substantiated by this project are reflected by the wider research community, lending
credence to our observations and suggesting replicability.

2.1 Relevant Literature

2.1.1 Trust in AI

A critical difference between much of the existing literature into user-machine or user-AI
trust and what is relevant to this study is that we are not exploring users augmented with
XAI. In a mobile banking app, users are provided with the conclusion, and hopefully
explanation, for the bank / financial service’s decision process for a given scenario (i.e.,
loan applications). Hence, many of the studies into trust are not relevant, particularly
when they measure participant trust from playing some game with or without XAI
support (such as [13]). Similarly, many studies were directed at eminently expert-focused
domains, such as developing machine learning systems [14], and so are not relevant
in public-facing deployments. Such studies can still reveal important considerations,
which have been included, however since producing statistically meaningful results would
be harder without a gamified (X)AI user-augmented approach, it seems that there is
currently an apparent dearth of relevant studies. With the onset of new regulations
and the establishment and adoption of human-centred XAI and Fair Machine Learning
guidelines [15–20] it seems reasonable to deduce that we will see an increase in relevant
research and human-centred designs.

One of the most important studies in establishing how trust in AI can be improved is
from Ashoori et al. [21], who performed a large scale study using Amazon Mechanical
Turk [22]. Despite the typical concerns over studies using Amazon Mechanical Turk, the
qualitative feedback gathered suggested that this study was comprehensive. Beyond
establishing how explanations from transparent, interpretable models, particularly those
that provide factual information such as “where the data came from”, was a significant
component in promoting user trust, this study also provides an insight into the impact
of stakes on the user’s interaction with and response to XAI. They demonstrate that
higher-stakes scenarios lead users to consider “issues of empathy or morality”, which was
not observed with lower-stakes. This correlates strongly with responses from participants
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2. Background

in our project, with similar conflicting opinions across a group, where a lack of human-like
empathy, motivations, or understanding could either be felt as a positive or a negative,
depending on the participant. Similar conflicts of opinions exist broadly on many areas
shared with those observed in our project, especially regarding human error and bias (and
the complementary machine error and baked in, automated, or systemic bias).

Another large scale study came from Yin et al. [23], which demonstrated that trust
between user and system is especially dynamic for AI. They also conducted a large trial
with Amazon Mechanical Turk, with just shy of 2000 completed entries, and showed a
strong change in user trust after they had observed the “accuracy in practice”. This is
especially pertinent, as there have been many demonstrated cases where AI performance
in reality is significantly worse than in the lab setting [24]. This means that, in cases where
an AI or machine learning system has some measure of uncertainty, then it is essential that
this be communicated. It is possible that this is not included in the explanation, but instead
used as part of an ongoing transparency and performance report that is easily accessible
andwell documented, so that users can observe the expected and actual accuracy over time.

Zhang et al. [25] found it was essential to provide measures of confidence with models,
even when they used a local explanation method which plotted feature contribution
towards the decision. It was discovered that participants primarily considered positive
contributions, and not impacts of negative contributions to the local explanation. Whether
this was indicative of an excessively detailed explanation, so was difficult to read, is hard
to say, however it demonstrates that graphical explanations must be carefully considered
before deployment. This study demonstrated that human-centred design of XAI is
essential, as XAI designs may be accidentally misleading. Indeed, a more nuanced positive
result, as explanations were found to increase trust, however there was a clear need for
these to be well-designed and relevant to its intended users.

2.1.2 XAI Methods

Currently, the design, selection, and deployment of XAI is predicated by the understanding
that no single explanation is suitable for all purposes, nor for all data. The existence
of XAI books focusing on using a variety of explanations [26, 27] supports this, as does
research from IBM [1] and Microsoft [17].

This is reflected in surveys of the XAI software available, such as by Maksymiuk
et al. [28], which also showed that XAI is becoming increasingly popular. This one in
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2. Background

particular looked at 33 libraries, of whichmost popular libraries for Python had between 2k
GitHub stars to over 12k. These also demonstrated that multiple explanations techniques
are typically supplied and at least 17 of the libraries had multiple explanations methods,
covering both local and global explanations, of which eight R libraries had at least 3 or
more explanations, and five R libraries had at least four explanations.

Perhaps the most significant study in XAI design comes from Poursabzi-Sangdeh et
al. [29]. They conducted a very large study with almost 4000 participants in total over
four experiments with around 1000 participants each, requiring a very high approval
rating for participation. The fundamental experimental design was to compare a glass
box model to a black box model, and varied the number of features between them. Their
results emphasised avoiding “information overload” and noted “the importance of testing
over intuition when developing interpretable models”. An interesting design concept
raised was to communicate to the user when data points were deemed “an outlier”,
and withholding model predictions or explanations until after the user had spent time
considering their own prediction. While this latter point is not directly relevant, we can
consider it as evidence for making explanations potentially one step removed from the
decision, however the difficulty in balancing this with the need to make it inline and thus
easy for the user to engage with was not considered.

A seminal paper by Lipton [30] dives into the interpretability of XAI. One crucial
finding Lipton made was how post-hoc explanations and analogy models could be
extremely problematic. Lipton also recognised that a linear model is not always strictly
more interpretable than a deep learning approach; we know now that deep learning
models learn a kernel function that makes them equivalent to a linear model with complex
kernel [31], a linear model with a highly pre-processed dataset [32], or even with only
a single parameter [33, 34]. This strongly suggests to me that different methods for
interpretability, particularly those with inherent algorithmic or direct local explanations
should be explored, such as prototype-based approaches which can the exact data used
and directly actionable steps for changing the outcome that tend not to be adversarial,
unlike some image-based explanation techniques. This was expanded upon by Barredo
Arrieta et al. [35] with a survey of common models according to its notion of transparency
and need for post-hoc explanations or analysis. Barredi Arrueta et at. also explicitly
explore the notion of the Target Audience as critical component of the XAI design, and
establishes a comprehensive taxonomy based on an extremely detailed survey.
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2. Background

Another seminal paper comes from Rudin [36], which provides astoundingly clear
arguments as to why interpretable, glass box models should be prioritised over post-hoc
explanation models. This also comes with recognition for how poor explanations can be
highly misleading, and produce a “false sense of confidence” in a black box. While the
focus is on high-stakes situations, this remains applicable for lower-stakes scenarios as
well. An analogy for a central argument is that, since explanations for black boxes tend to
have uncertainty (just as the black box they are explaining does) then they will essentially
lie to the user uncontrollably and unpredictably. Since it cannot be fully understood from
such an explanation, this means that the user is also unable to tell when the explanation is
“lying” without relying upon different explanations (which simply reduce the likelihood
without eliminating it). Rudin does explore issues with interpretable models and AI, and
in particular finds that counterfactual approaches may be inappropriate for high-stakes
decisions when used to explain black boxes. This is a particularly interesting point, as use
of counterfactuals on interpretable models instead produces a net positive effect, especially
when used with prototypical examples. This was observed as a key benefit with the
ProtoPNet architecture [37], which was able to create an interpretable deep network that
produces evidenced decisions or classifications using existing prototypes in the dataset.

Finally, Doshi-Velez et al. [38] produced one of the earliest papers that attempted to
explore the nature of interpretability in AI comprehensively. While many of the concepts
have since been expanded upon by the above literature and beyond, there are a few key
notions that remain extremely relevant, yet are rarely explored. The most pertinent to this
project was the inclusion of time-pressures as part of the XAI design process, described
as “How long can the user afford to spend to understand the explanation?” This was
very important for each of the XAI scenarios that were explored in this project, and
has huge influence on what is appropriate for the XAI design. While human-centred
evaluation can help determine what is a reasonable explanation, there must also be
consideration for whether users need to understand the decision and explanation much
quicker than anticipated, or in contrast when users are interested or invested and wish
to “fully understand” the decision. Our studies revealed that users are intimately aware
of these time-pressures and desires, and recognise where relevancy to, say, the stakes of
the situation at hand and their existing financial literacy or technological expertise can
hugely influence how long they are willing to deliberate.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This project aimed to utilise a participatory/co- design process to help reveal and
substantiate critical design elements. To this end, a three-phase process was determined,
where initial data-gathering focus groups (Sec. 3.1) would give way to ideation and
analysis (Sec. 3.2), resulting in a series of designs (Sec. 3.3) based in or explicitly contrary
to the focus groups. These designs could then be evaluated (Sec. 3.4), to elicit more
in-depth and detailed thoughts and opinions from participants.

As there is little literature concerning human-centred design of XAI, it is appropriate
to perform a more qualitative study in an attempt to surface what is relevant, rather than
a more quantitative study that relies on existing theory and findings. While there has
been an absence of specific research here, we do note that horizontal transfer from broader
HCI plays a role in shaping the study and the methods used, however that these are
generalisations implies that this study must also be ready to observe exceptions to the
typical guidelines. This was essential, as producing XAI for important and high-stakes
decisions must be done with an emphasis on correctness. Hence, this project aimed to
produce substantiated designs relevant specifically to this field, here represented within
the financial context of XAI in a mobile banking app, such that this could help guide
and ground future work and implementations.

Here, we describe the methodology used at each stage and discuss limitations of
this study and approach.
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3. Methodology

3.1 Focus Groups

To ensure a range of opinions, we organised two separate focus groups with different
backgrounds. One was formed from members of the public (a total of 3), of which some
were customers of Starling Bank, and all had online or mobile banking of some description,
while the other was formed of Starling Bank employees (a total of 7), primarily fielded
from the Customer Service operators.

This was organised as a semi-structured group interviewwith freeform sections, taking
2 hours (remunerated) for each focus group. These were divided into four main sections:

– General Experience with XAI: “What’s your experience with computer systems that
make decisions?”

– Methods of XAI: “What are your thoughts on different ways of explaining decisions?”

– (A 10-minute break)

– Experience with XAI in a Financial Context: “What are your experiences and feelings
on computer decisions in banking and finance?”

– XAI in Financial Scenarios: “Thoughts on some simple designs for some scenarios
and interfaces”

Due to it still being 2021 as of writing, these focus groups were conducted via video
conferencing. The full sessions were recorded (excluding breaks); with prior written and
verbal consent. Following the sessions, transcripts were produced for use in analysis.

A slide deck was constructed to facilitate the layout of the sessions, containing only
a few general questions and discussion topics for participants, with non-visible notes
containing the remaining questions. Visual examples were provided or were available if
appropriate, such as for common examples of computer-made decisions and explanations
for decisions on common platforms, such as Facebook, Google, Netflix, or Amazon.

Each section was presented with minimal jargon and an emphasis on plain language
where possible, such that the questions remained approachable to participants that had
been explicitly advertised towards or selected from non-technical circles. The above
sections were presented as their plain language form, however outside a few pre-prepared
wordings, much of the structure was only intended as internally visible to the researcher,
and so is presented below as such.
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3. Methodology

3.1.1 General Experience of XAI

This began as a roundtable of where did they think that computers made decisions, and
what their experiences and opinions were. Following this, a few visual prompts were
provided of real world scenarios, and the following questions were asked:

– Have you come across these? (Recommendations, ads, etc.)

– What’s your interaction with them?

– “Were you aware these are machine decisions?”

– Were you aware of any explanations for the decisions?

– How were explanations presented?

A range of topics and experiences came up, which were explored as appropriate.
We had a considerable subsection regarding the “ideal” form of

3.1.2 Methods of XAI

This began as a roundtable for each participant to share whether they made use of existing
explanations, andwhat their thoughts were on computer-provided explanations in general.

As this required a high-level approach to explaining different methods used for
the decisions presented (and corresponding explanations), a more structured approach
was taken regarding the questions. A goal here was having participants consider the
“provenance” of a decision, andwhether it factored into their opinions or not. We identified
three key categories, with the further questions to explore the thoughts presented:

– Human-in-the-loop: “When these kinds of decisions are human driven? A playlist
on Spotify or YouTube, curated by a person, perhaps?”

– Traditional Programming/AI: “When there’s a computer that has some checklist,
going through a bunch of rules, and then trying to come up with the decision from
that.”

– Modern AI / Deep Learning: “When there’s the feeling that the computer is doing
something that isn’t a straightforward checklist, that there’s some kind of magic
going on here.”

See Appendix A.1 for the full set of questions.
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3.1.3 Experience with XAI in a Financial Context

This section began with a roundtable discussion of participants experiences with mobile
and online banking and finance; initially, specifically as customers for the expert group,
then opened to their full experiences.

While the general structure was broadly similar to the first section, more directed
questions were asked, such as regarding whether there were higher stakes or not in this
context. See Appendix A.2 for the full list. This included a few elements and questions
from the Methods of XAI section, to help determine whether provenance of the decision
and explanation potentially mattered more in possibly higher-stakes situations.

This included discussion of what could be considered the “ideal” experience. In
particular, a goal of this was determining where it was felt that computer automation
could be added, or augmented with XAI, that wasn’t already present. This also would
indicate the levels of trust and the nature of that trust towards XAI, existing computer
systems, and human-in-the-loop systems for both finance in general, but also within
important or common tasks and user stories.

3.1.4 XAI in Financial Scenarios

For the final section of the focus group sessions, we looked at a series of more concrete
examples of situations in which there may be computer-made decisions, or situations
where there may be a human-in-the-loop with computer assistance:

– Overdraft/Credit Application

– Loan Application

– Password Reset

– Card Payment

Thesewere determined in collaborationwith Starling as potential avenues for using XAI
and computer automation. They were presented in a randomised order for each session.

Each scenario was presented with mention to both a “positive” outcome (the card
payment went through as expected) and a “negative” outcome (the card payment was
declined). While there was an expectation towards disinterest when the system worked
“as expected”, not interrupting the user from working on some other task that the
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banking/financial system is enabling (such as making a payment), there were potentially
uncommon scenarios in which it could still be of value to the user, and it remains good
science to account for the “blatantly obvious”.

A focusherewas todeterminewhatwere the kinds of information thatweredesired, and
general form of presentation, rather than A/B testing specific modalities or visualisations.
This came from the desire to learn what was truly essential to users, a critical part of
this study, rather than determine effectiveness, as user trust does not always account
for what has been proven effective.

3.1.4.1 Overdraft/Credit Application

Applying for either an overdraft or for credit is, technically, regarded as a form of loan,
however the facility was identified as substantially different in practice and serving
different purposes from a loan. As these are also the predominant form offered by Starling,
as it did not offer general loan facilities as of this study, it was used as a separate topic.

In addition, they have a “partial success” state unlike the other scenarios, in which you,
say, received an overdraft but not to the full amount you applied for. As you could also be
declined, this meant that there was a “positive” outcome that could clearly be of interest.

This scenario also opened the opportunity to consider with the focus groups what
self-education could be provided that was relevant, such as over credit scores.

Participants were told that may consider the following information:

– Credit bureau data (i.e. credit scores)

– Income

– Purchasing & direct debit history

– Previous overdraft/credit

3.1.4.2 Loan Application

Loan Application as a scenario was developed as an extension to overdraft/credit with a
critical difference, customised interest rates. As, for example, Starling’s overdrafts have
only 3 specific interest rates that can be assigned as of this study, this meant that the degree
of freedom was limited. With personal or business loans, however, the rate could have a
much higher degree of freedom, and determining a more precise and accurate rate for
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the customer could be highly beneficial. This was considered as both personal/business
loans, though an expectation towards personal loans was emphasised.

This also opened the opportunity to directly consider the stakes for this scenario, as
well as the overdraft/credit scenario, contrasting them. Doing so would serve to identify
whether what kinds of explanation and their detail potentially changed depending on
the stakes involved; in particular regarding the interest rate and the kinds of explanations
deemed appropriate for it.

Participants were told that may consider the following information:

– Similar data to overdraft/credit

– That this is higher stakes

– Interest rates vs. income

3.1.4.3 Password Reset

This scenariowas suggested by Starling, where users could record a video saying a supplied
code-phrase, whichwould be then compared to existing videos and IDmaterial/documents
to determine whether it was indeed the user themself. A model would also be present
to confirm the code-phrase, however for the purposes of this study only the video
portion was considered.

This was identified as a meaningful scenario as it represented a situation in which the
user is quite likely to want immediate access to their account, and may be given stress
over this, and so would want to unlock their account quickly. Currently, a process like
is predominantly manual, with a human-in-the-loop verification. Since the model may
make innocent mistakes, providing the user information to help them correct quickly this
is ideal, or at least informs them of the issues prior to contacting a human for assistance.

3.1.4.4 Card Payment

Finally, this scenario was considered as a high-frequency set of computer-decisions and
explanations. While already automated inmany cases, it is unlikely that one is provided an
explanation for when a payment is declined (except for insufficient funds in the account).
For “non-trivial” situations, there are no currently explanations provided as to why a
payment was flagged as, perhaps, fraudulent (and therefore blocked).
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This scenario had the interesting situation of considering a “false positive” outcome,
wherein fraudulent payments and transfers were not blocked. It was also particular for
being a high-friction situation, as itwas often desired for a payment to bemade immediately,
hence helping to identify the balance between security and convenience desired.

Participants were told that may consider the following information:

– Payment history

– Location

– Amount

– Recipient

3.2 Thematic Analysis

Once the focus groups were transcribed, thematic analysis began. This approach borrowed
from themethodsoutlined as grounded theory [39] thoughwas augmentedwith condensed
notes to assist as I had no prior experience with such grounded theory.

In an atypical manner for grounded theory, I produced a semi-atomic set of codes that
were hierarchically combined to form a bottom-up ad-hoc grammar. We then used these
to identify a set of top-down axial codes that covered the major themes relevant to the
research question revealed in the focus groups, though as it was an informal approach
I did not devise a new set of open codes that reflected this.

While intended as a highly iterative process, the informal approach used above
provided for a faster turn-around, however did not enable meaningful analysis of the
codes themselves in a statistical sense. In particular, while there was useful interaction
with the general context, and many ideas would surface between them, this also meant
that there were many “atomic codes” that were not directly relevant to the axial codes, as
they concern topics outside the conceivable context of banking/financial apps.

3.3 XAI Design

The design process was rapidly prototyped from there, with a few central ideas. First,
produce a set of designs explicitly derived from the findings from the analysis. Second,
produce a complementary set of designs that inverted one of themost important findings of
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the analysis (the emphasis on textual explanations), such that we could probe this further.
Third, ensure that these designswere based on appropriatemethods of XAI, such that these
could conceivably be used as part of a Wizard of Oz study. Finally, to apply these designs
to a set of user stories that allows them to be understood in a more analogous and realistic
manner, and also directly compared and contrasted by users in the evaluation session.

As part of producing believable prototypes, an attempt to replicate styling from
the Starling Bank App would help reinforce the user stories and XAI choices. Due to
unfamiliarity with graphical design, only certain surface level details were replicated,
however assets from templates and screenshots of the Starling app were provided by and
used with the permission of Starling Bank. These enabled a rapid turn-around and the
ability to provide some contextual supplementary designs that reinforced these further.

This provided a total of four designs, split over two scenarios, Overdraft Application
and Password Reset, and again across two core design elements, text and visualisation.
Each scenario had a common pool of three user stories each, and so each user story was
represented as both a textual XAI (inline with the findings) and a graphical XAI (contrary
to the findings), to enable direct contrasting between the designs. The user stories for the
Overdraft Application were called Alice, Benny, and Clarke, and the user stories for the
Password Reset were called Dylan, Erica, and Faker (who was clearly an intruder).

3.3.1 Overdraft Application User Stories

– Alice is a Cybersecurity consultant wanting to expand on her photography hobby, so
is looking to get an overdraft of £2000, however it only gave her £1800, so she wants
to know what would be the easiest change to get her that last bit

– Benny is a university student wanting to extend his overdraft to £600 after a few too
many nights out buying rounds, which he got but with a 35% effective rate

– Clarke is a manager at a local bookshop, and decided to try out after recently joining
Monzo after recommendations from friends, and saw the offer for an overdraft on
account creation; they were declined the overdraft since they are not looking to put
much money into the account, and for very recently having a credit check
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3.3.2 Password Reset User Stories

– Dylan looks completely different after lockdown, having lost weight and grown a
bushy moustache

– Erica recently switched to contact lenses and has a cut on her chin from boxing, but
more importantly has changed her hairstyle, dyed darker, with long bangs

– Faker is not the owner of the account and is trying to break in, but as it turns out has
similar shaped ears (but not that similar) and very similar skin tone

In particular, this graphical vs. textual dichotomy was related to and could reinforce
questions regarding provenance asked during the focus groups. XAI that produces text,
here formatted as plain/natural language, typically needs to be “interpretable” in a classic
sense of providing its own “chain of reasoning”. XAI that produces graphics, on the
other hand, have wider coverage of XAI, including those that are not easily or exactly
human interpretable, such as large deep learning networks. This also provided a chance to
probe the dichotomy between local explanations and global explanations, in particular as
potentially enabling different kinds of user agency and decision-making; for example, local
explanations might more easily provide an actionable step the user may take, while global
explanations may more easily reveal some unusual behaviour or bias in a model, which
allows the user to escalate to a human and act as external verification for system fairness.

3.4 Evaluation

Once we had our four designs, the plan was to host a new pair of evaluation sessions for
our original participants, or at least as many as could attend. Unfortunately, the expert
group from Starling had a scheduling clash, and so only the public group session occurred,
with a majority of its participants returning for a 11

2 hour long session.
As I had two scenarios selected, the session was divided in half. First we discussed

the designs for the Overdraft Application scenario, covering all user stories for each
design, with the above questions asked either to prompt further discussion or to probe
deeper. This was then followed be a discussion of the XAI techniques backing the visible
explanations, presented in a high-level manner, to gauge whether this impacted their
opinions. The second half was structured like the first, however covered the Password
Reset scenario. This was presented as a slide deck.
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Each discussion was prefaced with a small contextual and visual introduction of how
these occur, such as during account creation or during typical usage for the Overdraft
scenario, or with a small example of the identification video recorded for use when a
password has been forgotten or otherwise needs to be reset; and also used by Starling
as identification when opening the account, which was how data is initially collected
to match the user in the Password Reset video.

For each section, all user stories were presented prior to exploring the provenance of
the explanation and the methods behind each design. As these were three designs to
look at, participants were provided ample time to read each, and a freeform roundtable
discussion of each design opened for semi-structured probing. This included questions
related directly to the axial codes identified during analysis, which were then repeated
in light of the methods:

– Appropriate Level of Detail in Explanation: Do you feel like this is an approachable
explanation? Does it seem too concise? Would you like to see more detail? If so,
what detail?

– Understanding in the Model: Do you feel you have a better understanding of how
the computer made this decision? How it will make future decisions? Does that
impact your opinion in it making a decision, do you feel you can trust it?

– Exploring the Explanation: Do you want to learn more? How would you expect to
learn more? Would you like to drill deeper on one specific point? See more points
and more of the decision process? What would you add?

– Actionable Explanation: Do you think this is actionable? What would you change?
Compare and contrast to the other approach?

– Feeling of Agency/Control: What’s your opinion on howmuch agency this provides
you? What are the opportunities for control that you envisage from this? What
would you add to get that feeling?

– Customer Education: What opportunities do you think there are? How might this
serve that? What would you add?

– Managing Expectations: What is the expectation you have for this in terms of how
fast and accurate it should be? What can we do to help people develop expectations
that are in-line with the reality of these computer systems/decisions?
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3.5 Limitations

This methodology had notable limitations, and future work would do well to mitigate
and correct for these, and expand beyond them. As an initial study in XAI from a
human-centred perspective, these limitations are primarily constraints of scale and scope.

Most notable was participant count, especially with the public focus group. Most
notably is that this precludes meaningful statistical analysis of the work, leaving only
qualitative findings. While we are not able to infer where this study’s findings lie within
the global distribution of public and expert opinions, we can still state that these findings
remains valid and important. This follows from how the resultant effect within the context
of ensuring correct and appropriate XAI usage outweighs statistical significance concerns,
as these do reflect a subset of the experiences and opinions that will be encountered in
reality, so they must be addressed regardless to ensure that coverage.

There also is the common concern over participant demographics. To collect members
of the public focus group, first being university-wide circulation of the session and then
circulation from the research group’s social media was used. This implies a certain bias in
the public participant group, however as we were using also experts from Starling and
focusing on designs styled within that, hence leaned into a mobile-first culture, some of
this bias remains inherent. One notable step taken was to advertise explicitly outside the
computing departments. Future work should strive to mitigate this bias where possible,
though as mobile banking is not yet ubiquitous there will remain some inherent bias.
Similarly, experts from outside Customer Service, as well as experts outside Starling,
would be desirable for future work, however this would be a significant endeavour.

Unfortunately, I was unfamiliar with thematic analysis, especially regarding grounded
theory, prior to undertaking this study. This meant my analysis method was informal and
suboptimal, and could not be used to derive any statistical meaning or perform clustering
of specific codes or sections of the transcripts. As this technique requires experience and
time investment for further iterations, future work would benefit from both of these.

The participant count issue reappeared, aswewere unfortunately unable to organise for
members of the expert focus group to return and evaluate the designs due to scheduling
constraints. We were able to reconvene with the majority of the public participants,
however some were still unable to attend. This means that the evaluation became more
limited in scope, however the above point regarding the effect of the results still applies,
and simply reinforces that more work in this area is required.
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Results, Designs, and Findings

4.1 Thematic Analysis of Focus Groups

As the research question of this projectwas to look at howwe couldunderstand and improve
trust in AI, particularly through participatory design of XAI in banking apps, the thematic
analysis of the focus group transcripts was central for determining exactly what the designs
would be, as it determined what was deemed important. These themes (axial codes) were:

– Appropriate Level of Detail in Explanation

– Managing Expectations

– User Agency/Control

– Actionable Explanation

– Customer Education

– Exploring the Explanation

Of these, the Appropriate Level of Detail, Management of Expectations, and User
Agency/Control themes were seemingly the most important, both by frequency and
by how they came up almost universally from all participants. Providing Customer
Education (generally about broader, relevant topics) and Actionable Explanations came
up significantly less than these, however were still important themes as participants
brought them up during discussion of the scenarios, particularly with respects to financial
education and literacy. Exploring the Explanation came up the least, mostly as it seemed at
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oddswithmany of the time-critical scenarios, or at oddswith the presupposedAppropriate
Detail, though it was notable for being included with higher-stakes decisions, and some
participants were simply curious. There was also the situation in which the “problem” was
the understanding of the task, externally to the model used, and so Customer Education
with additional resources was prioritised over Exploring the Explanation.

Here we explore the analysis of the Focus Groups regarding each of these axial codes,
expanding upon these and their impact on participant and user trust in XAI.

4.1.1 Appropriate Level of Detail in Explanation

Determining and presenting explanations with an appropriate level of detail was the most
important of all themes. In particular, this was often expressed in terms of desiring a
concise textual explanation in plain language. This was summed up by one participant
as “Simple explanations, a couple bullet points.”

This has strong coupling with the other themes, which indicates that this is clearly
of critical importance as it underpins many of the assumptions or desires for parti-
cipants. Therefore, if one was to consider a “hierarchy of XAI needs”, this would
form the foundation.

It was recognised by participants as a difficult balance to achieve, and where expanding
on details as a form of simple exploration could be viable if it didn’t provide enough.
This kind of expansion as a simple form of explanation was recognised by participants
as a useful way to provide a concise form, but then expand with a few critical details
for the interested. However, an observation that was made from repeated questioning is
that many people are unaware of existing methods of explanation in the general context
of XAI, as these are often hidden behind an additional interaction. Instead, based on
participants’ experience with inline explanations such as from Netflix or Spotify, which
were regarded as positive but overly concise, it seems that the apparent step would be to
use a highly concise inline explanation whenever there is an apparent computer decision,
which can then be expanded by a single interaction.

This was contrasted with long-form explanations, which were widely considered
fatiguing by participants. An example of such fatiguing situations cited was Terms and
Conditions, which participants admitted to skipping over. They specifically did not
want this to happen, especially in situations that were felt to be important such as when
making a Loan Application. Additionally, using a broad “#1 factor” for an explanation
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was felt to be insufficient, with an example in the general context being given as music
or video recommendations, which may claim a preference for a given artist or actor, or a
specific genre, but which participants either disagreed with or simply wished to know
what the actual songs or shows and films they watched which actually contributed to
this. In particular, an example of providing a pairwise explanation which users were able
to mentally interpolate between to determine whether it was relevant as recognised as
useful. A worked example given was that rather than “You listened to an Abba song”
which “tells me nothing”, it could instead give “You listened to Abba’s Voulez-Vous and
Dancing Queen”, which was felt to provide an intersection where the participant said
“oh yeah I see why it’s like those” and “it’s like this and that”, which seemed to resemble
the subtler components of how humans give recommendations. This was important as
one aspect in which computer decisions compared to human ones (or human-in-the-loop)
was that there is an absence of emotion and context, and a sense of competency within
the ability to understand the user. This comes more under the Managing Expectations
theme, however providing that form of pairwise detail seemed to close this gap somewhat
for the participant then brought it up.

A component of Appropriate Detail that is related with Managing Expectations was
the participants’ requirement for transparency, naturally corresponding to how accurate
and true the explanation is, and that it covers all actual components of consideration
for the decision. In particular with recommendations, but also in general, both focus
groups desired to know the “real reasons” behind a decision. In the general context,
advertisements and similar recommendations came up as the most common example,
likely due to the ubiquity of surveillance advertising when online, which was often
described as “creepy” even when it was considered inaccurate, and how in many cases
obscured why that advertisement or recommendation was made instead of something
the participants felt was more relevant. Here in particular, the desire for transparency
was desired, in knowing why that was chosen over anything else. This was also felt to
extend to the financial context, where advertisements for financial services within, say, a
mobile banking app, or recommendations for setting up “saving spaces” also warranted
transparency as to why the user was seeing this in particular.

A component for transparency in financial scenarios raises an element of difficulty, in
particular when considering the Password Reset scenario or with Card Payments, where
“too much” transparency was felt to possibly expose private information and infringe
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on privacy. For example, if the Password Reset scenario was unable to match you, it
should not show a video of you as evidence for why it did not match, as that is leaking
private (and clearly important) information that could help an attacker gain access to your
account. There was also the component of transparency that was felt to be a concern
for the bank, where it could expose their decision models and potentially allow people
to game them, such as being able to avoid fraud detection systems. This was especially
felt by the expert focus group, which paired with concerns of one expert participant
that many advertisements could be scams thanks to a lack of provenance, which led to
a general distrust for these recommendations.

Another component of transparency for the financial context was stating whether
something was being “reviewed by a person or not”. This played directly into the
subjective sense of trust, which was noted by participants in both groups to be something
that changed over time, as they had become “more comfortable” with using mobile
banking and considering the recommendations that they make.

In “high-friction” scenarios such as the Card Payment, where blocking the card on
fraud protection ground causes an inconvenience to the customer by slowing them down,
the key desire was for a single sentence that allowed the user to know it was for a “valid
reason”. Where possible, these explanations should be unobtrusive and in-the-moment,
allowing the user to identify whether the payment was actually made by them and why
it was blocked. It was noted that, especially in the case of where fraudulent payments
went through, users may wish to see an expanded explanation while in-app, after having
frozen their card, to help with contacting the Fraud Protection services at the bank. This
shows the context sensitivity in what the Appropriate Level of Detail is, and how there
may be different explanations presented at different times to the user, based on where
and when they are accessing them; i.e., an explanation brought up by a notification telling
the user the payment was blocked, compared to going through the transaction history
and expanding on a specific transaction.

In high-stakes and perhaps time-critical situations like the Password Reset scenario,
where it could also be used by attackers in an attempt to gain access to your account, the
ultimate balance for an explanation is “enough to help me, but nobody else”, as stated by
a participant. Participants did not seem overly interested in the why, likely stemming from
how this was seen as a highly complex task that would be difficult to explain, however the
suggestion of simple “innocent” reasons for why it might be having difficulty recognising
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the user were well-received, such as moving indoors to better lighting conditions, or
removing a face mask. As part of transparency here, it was recognised that users may
forget they had uploaded video ID, and so telling them that such videos were used may
be required to “re-jog their memory”, which was hoped to promote the revelation of
“oh, that’s how they know”. A recognised component was that the explanation cannot
frame the decision negatively, described by one participant as “we know it’s not you”, as
there might simply be such a radical transformation that even a human operator would
double take, with one expert user describing such an event.

Less time-critical scenarios with significant stakes, such as the Overdraft/Credit
Application, or higher-stakes (as indicated by participants) for Loan Applications, then
we see a recurrence of the desire for bullet points, though participants emphasised the
desire to see the information used by the system to make the decision. In particular with,
say, a “partial success” Overdraft, where the user has been awarded it but with a slightly
lower limit than applied for, or with a higher interest rate than expected, the user likely
wants to know what were the deciding factors in why they did not get the full amount.
With higher-stakes scenarios like Loan Applications, there was an emphasis on having
“all the details”, as participants perceived this as an extremely deliberate and considered
decision on the users part, and so wished for reciprocal detail from the system as to why
they were, say, rejected. What was of note is that it’s possible users may not wish to
learn the explanation if they were accepted out of fear of “upsetting” the system and
losing what they got, so deciding they are “not going to risk it”, which is a much larger
problem regarding policy that cannot be covered here.

4.1.2 Managing Expectations

The concept of Managing Expectations is multi-faceted and overlaps and interacts with
many other themes, in particular with the Appropriate Level of Detail. This is notable,
however, as it relates to many of the external observations that users and participants held
prior to the explanation, and forms a critical component in the evolution of trust.

As a core example from the general context, which also influences the financial
context, users recognised that there was a lack of transparency that belay a conflict of
interest with many computer decisions. For example, social media such as Facebook,
Instagram, or Twitter, and video platforms such as Netflix, YouTube, and TikTok, were felt
by participants to prioritise engagement and advertisements over user relevant content
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and posts. This lead to a broad apathy towards such advertisements and recommendations
among participants, and some noted that it even disrupted the user experience, such as
needing to search for friends because they were not being seen in their social media feed
due to promotion of celebrities. This seems to indicate that systems liable to preferential
attachment were considered an overall negative for relevancy to the individual, and
potentially indicative of conflicts of interest.

In important part of Managing Expectations also came from the observation that,
perhaps due to explanations not being directly visible inline inmany situations, participants
seemed to rely on an internal justification for any decisions. This was most clearly
demonstrated by the expectation that it “uses my browsing history”, and their history of
interactions and engagement, and how participants clearly attempted to diagnose which
of their recent actions, or what pattern of actions, were responsible for, say, seeing adverts
for “dog training centres”. While some were proactive about this, and one participant
claimed to regularly clear their browser history because of this, few were aware of how
platforms would share information and how activities from friends on different sites
could potentially influence their experience, or how fingerprinting means they can be
tracked without browser cookies, history, or logins. This also seemed to be centralised on
more discrete elements of interaction and engagement, such as videos or songs that were
watched, whereas social media seemed more opaque and “creepy”, perhaps reflecting
some awareness for how social networks are leveraged to extract more information than a
browsing history could provide. A side effect of this is that some participants reported
adverse changes due to one-off events, such as purchasing a gift for a family member, or
looking up something due to a conversation. In these cases, users found it confusing that
an exceptional interaction suddenly shifted the recommendations and such dramatically,
despite it being contrary to the rest of their history, and noted that these seemed to
last for far longer than expected. While this indicates a clear need for accessible User
Agency/Control over such decisions, it also suggests that there is a mismatch between
the impact of trends in history, which users seem to relate to, compared to a conflict in
interest for promoting popular or high-margin products such as merchandise, which
was reported by one participant. A combination of transparency and user controls, both
fine-grained and broad-strokes, are clearly required. Noted was a similar situation in
which music recommendations did not provide the ability to not see particular artists
or genres, but was instead limited to specific songs, preventing the participant from
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tailoring their recommendations to their actual tastes. While this is clearly a case of User
Agency/Control, there is also the critical component that participants clearly expected
these capabilities, and were confused at their absence. Therefore, there is a critical role
in Managing Expectations here, as currently most large platforms are plagued by such
gaps between their expectations and the developers’ that leads to many support threads
and community outcries which are met with stark silence or empty platitudes.

One unavoidable component of Managing Expectations for XAI is the perceived
accuracy and bias that such as system “should” or “should not” have. As numerous stories
of “biased AI” reach the headlines, this is a vital area that must be handled properly.
This is an extremely delicate are of expectation, as participants displayed the full gamut
from trusting in a computer to avoid human biases, or recognising that computers can
end up with biases “baked in” without being able to “quite understand it”. There were
ambivalent participants, who considered that there would be bias either way, and focused
instead on accuracy. Unfortunately, accuracy also has a spectrum between those concerned
more over human error to those concerned over machine error. This was amplified by the
desire for systems that were without “motivations”, such as to ensure financial privacy
and security, which contrasted against those desiring more “sentimental” decisions and
understanding, be it in recognising context for financial decisions, or perhaps a friend’s
“wedding playlist” and other pieces of emotional attachment. Clearly, the only correct
answer is the one for each specific individual at that moment in time, as balancing these
would be highly subjective and potentially require cultural cues such as how private
financial information is considered (such as public tax returns). Managing Expectations in
this situation would likely require providing significant User Agency/Control, as only
the individual can self-identify their feelings here, as attempting to be prescriptive could
run foul of exactly the same problem as choosing only a single answer for everyone.
User trust can increase over time, and their expectations can thusly change, and so it
is important that they be able to update their decisions, however it also should not be
forced or expected, as that could be interpreted as an attempt to lead them to a different
conclusion, which again runs foul of the same problem.

A separate scenario as part of Managing Expectations comes from the time it takes for a
decision. This is difficult to balance, as people have different expectations, and participants
showed a range of opinions. Importantly, however, is that there is a clear trade between the
perception of deliberation and consideration, and the speed of the decision. Many were
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happy with the concept of instant “positive outcomes”, given that this is the convenience
mobile banking is desired for. The contrast, however, was that people were concerned
over how long the “negative outcomes” took. If a loan was rejected instantly, the expert
participants felt that users might not believe that it had considered all relevant details.
Rejecting a Password Reset video, or blocking fraudulent payments, on the other hand,
need to be quick due to the time pressures involved. The overall conclusion was to err on
security, andmanywere used to traditional banking decisions beingmeasured in a number
of days, so felt that taking 24 to 48 hours could be appropriate, even if the computer didn’t
actually need that long. In cases such as Card Payments and Password Resets, erring on
the side of security meant being faster, however, as it meant the user was able to contact
Customer Services or Fraud Protection operators faster. If this emphasis on security is
clearly communicated, then the user expectations, it felt, would be understanding towards
any caution. There is a contrast in being overly cautious, which was noted as fatiguing,
and so providing user convenience can still be desirable, however this is likely limited
in capacity due to requirements for customer protection.

A final note on these kinds of expectations is that there was a wide expectation from
participants that this more likely to be “objective” in a financial context, and that the
capability of a computer to see “all” information and process it equally was recognised
as a major boon here. This was then contrasted by an expert participant noting how
sometimes the interface might not provide appropriate options or inputs that would
enable this, or might not be able to extrapolate the future situation meaningfully given
details such as pay rises due to overwhelming historical data. This is an area where
transparency in what is used for processing, with explicit examples, would be critical
to ensuring users have the correct expectations, and recognise that some situations like
fraudulent payment not getting caught could be due to them not reporting a stolen card.
For example, in the Loan Application scenario, one participant was stated that a computer
determined interest rate may “cover a lot more factors than what a human could” and
be able to state “this is what this customer’s interest rate should be for these reasons”
with high accuracy, and “should not miss anything”.

Some expert participants expressed doubts that computers could handle tasks in their
current workload, and so there will be expectations of what “only a human” can do, which
will need to be addressed. Similarly, the inverse can be inferred, as there are tasks that
they believe a computer could do, but in reality is unable, either for complexity reasons or
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perhaps due to regulation. As this is likely informed by subjective experience, it could be
difficult to manage, however it is an opportunity for Customer Education and transparency
to help raise awareness for what is possible and what has been achieved.

4.1.3 User Agency/Control

The theme of User Agency/Control is an interesting one, as here we see a direct contrast
between the general context and the financial context. In the general context, participants
desired a range of granularities for their ability to control the decisions made. In
the financial context, participants were primarily concerned with one form of User
Agency/Control, the ability to decide whether a human or a computer was making the
final decision. Usually, this surfaced as the desire to have a computer for the convenience
of when it produces the “positive outcomes” quickly and securely, doing what the user
intended, but then having the ability to contact a human in Customer Services that can
override the computer when it is perceived to make a mistake.

This stands out unlike the other themes, as for the financial context of mobile banking
apps, this seems to have a clear answer: provide a button to contact a human. There is
more nuance, and other scenarios do have horizontal transfer from the general context,
such as recommendations for services within the banking app, however all the posed
scenarios were resolved for the participants through this manner.

An example of the nuance available is ensuring that users indeed have the full ability
to enter relevant information, such as during a Loan Application. For example, the user
needs to be able to select the actual reason for a loan, or to be able to describe it, however
there are likely situations in which you either cannot select something appropriate, or
there’s one that’s close but “not quite right”. When dealing with a human operator,
these can be recognised, however a computer may struggle if there is a natural language
option for explaining the purpose of the loan. While this is then resolved by indeed
escalating to the aforementioned human operator, being aware of this within the XAI
itself can be useful when providing the explanation and any feedback, such as prompting
more appropriate categories for the reason.

An important considering for User Agency/Control is that it must be convenient.
Participants were in agreement that they did not approve of the dark patterns used
to fatigue the user in the general context, such as when rejecting trackers and cookies,
and felt that almost every situation raised in the general context should be Opt-In by
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default, providing them control over their privacy. Some reported apathy towards this,
as they believed it would “not stop the adverts”, or did not want to engage regardless
and “feed the beast”. Since we are on the precipice of systemic change with ongoing
investigations into many platforms, positioned for potential reforms and legislation, and a
new wave of increased User Agency/Control through Opt-In/Out capabilities, means
that these sentiments may soon change and users may feel empowered to exercise greater
control; reports suggest 96% of iOS 14.5 users choose to opt-out of app tracking [40]. Such
broad controls that do not duplicate effort, combined with existing fine-grained but effort-
intensive controls, could change the public perception, as much of the existing tracking
was described as “creepy” by both focus groups, and that one participant described going
without their phone as “liberating”. Given that another participant decided to purchase
YouTube Premium for an ad-free experience in an effort to “protect” their children, this is
indicative that methods of User Agency/Control will be taken if they are believed and
shown to be effective. With increased transparency, this may change computer decisions
such that they are felt to be relevant to the user, with no conflicts of interest or sense that
something is being taken. This could mean a reduction of apathy and increase in user
empowerment, which participants suggested would promote greater trust. Concerns over
privacy, which is User Agency/Control over their data and information, remains extremely
important within the financial context, as personal information and financially sensitive
data must be protected. Providing the ability to opt-out of services initially, whilst in the
process of building a relationship of trust, then having the freedom to opt-in later when
felt to be appropriate would fit accounts from participants in both focus groups.

4.1.4 Actionable Explanation

When it comes to Actionable Explanation, this theme has the greatest overlap with the
Appropriate Level of Detail theme, however focuses on the ways in which a user is
directly enabled to make changes that alter the decision. One participant described
this as providing “clues” for what they need to do. This theme focuses mostly on the
scenarios, perhaps appropriately considering how it is about identifying the concrete
steps that a user can be directed towards.

For example, when it comes to the Card Payment scenario, the direct actions to verify
a blocked payment or to agree to hold it were raised by the expert group, however the
public group expanded on this with having “clues” to deal with situations such as moving
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money into the account so that it has enough, or information on identifying fraud. This
may be extended with direct access to freezing the card and reporting it as stolen, or
contacting Fraud Protection or Customer Services.

An example raised for dealing with Password Reset videos is the forms of “innocent”
correction a user can do: reminders to have good lighting, remove obstructions like a face
mask or hair covering their eyes, or wiping down the camera. These were all noted as
useful and actionable explanations that would allow the account holder to retry without
needing to contact Customer Services and potentially have to wait in a queue. Given the
possibly time-critical nature of this, it was commonly appreciated, however concerns were
raised over the capability to deal with more significant bodily or facial changes. Given the
concern over privacy and not wanting to provide potential attacks with usable information,
it was suggested that this be balanced to provide limited feedback, and combined with
this Appropriate Level of Detail be viable for XAI.

Another point to consider was raised for the Overdraft/Credit Application scenario,
where direct action must be balanced with what’s achievable. In particular, it might
not be reasonable to state a person should “get paid more” as this might not be viable
in an appropriate timeframe. It was recognised that nuanced explanations may help,
such as saying why a higher income would be important for that particular application
considering the user’s other information. Ensuring that some steps are actionable may
mean enhancing an explanation like “your credit score is just below the threshold” with
“would you like some tips to immediately improve your score?”

Similarly, as was raised by participants in both groups regarding the Loan Application,
users may be able to “do better”, perhaps given some information that was mistakenly
omitted due to it not being considered relevant by the user. An example provided by a
public participant was that of getting a loan with a higher interest rate “because you’re
not a student, but I currently am a student”, and so the user can correct the mistake
and improve the decision.

4.1.5 Customer Education

Opportunities for Customer Education refers to ways in which financial literacy, under-
standing of computer systems and XAI, and aspects of how Starling (or the particular
banking/financial service or platform) operates. Only a few participants mentioned
making use of additional resources and searching for common reasons why, say, overdraft
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applications are rejected, and it is possible that there is has some mutual exclusivity with
how many participants prefer to attempt justifying the decision themselves rather than
spent significant time trying to find an explanation. Therefore, it is important that such
opportunities to provide Customer Education be made accessible, as it was noted by parti-
cipants as one of the reasons for why their trust in mobile banking has improved over time.

In particular, regarding the XAI methods used, providing information on how the
system works was noted by participants as likely helping inspire more confidence. It
was, however, recognised as a difficult task in balancing between providing a meaningful
explanation of the methods and in a way that was concise and avoided jargon. It is
therefore more appropriate to consider this a goal of Customer Education, here with
respects to “XAI literacy” or such, rather than a goal of the explanations given for XAI
and computer decisions. Since concise text here is liable for jargon, opportunities for
additional resources such as animations or videos may be explored.

A situation raised by the expert focus group was that many customers spend time
waiting in a call queue for something that they could self-serve with the app, and that they
simply do not know how. Thus, an element of “service literacy”, both with helping people
realise what is available, but also in terms of how to use and navigate the app and services,
would be an opportunity to empower users. A related idea was noted by the public focus
group, where you could avoid queues in situations where the user “narrowly missed out”,
such as on a Loan Application, which could provide financial advice relevant to finally
getting the loan in a month or so, or to improve their interest rate when they reapply.

One clear example raised by both focus groups and widely desired was providing
details on abstract information such as credit scores. While generally specific to the
banking/financial service, many of the broader tips and financial advice applicable would
improve general financial literacy. Some pieces, such as providing details on their profiling,
were of interest to participants, but also met with a little hesitation from some, who felt it
was invasive. This was also seen as an opportunity for transparency, such as reporting
where information was coming from, and opening the door for improved awareness
in where personal data has been collected.
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4.1.6 Exploring the Explanation

The final theme, Exploring the Explanation, is notable in that it was seemingly less
significant than the other themes, despite being a common component used in wider HCI
fields that XAI draws upon such as in visualisation, where exploration is a popular tool [41].

One critical reason why this was not a more significant factor is the contrast with
the User Agency/Control theme, which highlighted the ability to escalate to a human
that can override a computer decision thanks to better understanding of a context or
ability to consider information that the computer did not or could not. While some
participants were willing to go to external resources and self-educate, most participants
expected to be able to contact a human operator that could provide understandable and
detailed explanations, where another human can determine the appropriate detail, and
so they are able to explore the explanation in a conversational manner. This would
suggest that it was felt XAI is unable to do such a conversational interface and explanation
process, which was evidenced by participants dismissing chatbots as “going round in
circles” and “drove me slightly bananas”. Hopefully future systems can improve on
this, but currently this appears to be a common sentiment from participants. Without
reaching for human-like conversational exploration, more typical methods of exploration
can be considered, and one fundamental component of this in XAI is the availability
of multiple explanation methods simultaneously. Since there is no “silver bullet”, it is
likely that we may see a primary and secondary approach be recognised by users as
sufficient, prior to escalating to a human.

One example of simple exploration being highly useful was brought up by the public
focus group, where if the explanation is “You like crime dramas” then the user is able to
ask “Okay, what have I watched?” and be provided with the relevant videos. This is then
expanded by the opportunity to explore the contribution of a particular video, which then
may provide a link back to it, or user controls to state their preference or the actual relevancy.
In a financial scenario, this could resemble either service recommendations, or when it
reports suspicious recent activity it shows the actual transactions considered suspect.

4.2 XAI Designs

To produce a series of designs for the Evaluation Session, I needed to transform the
identified themes from the axial codes into some concrete design elements, and apply
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them to some scenarios explored with the Focus Groups. Here, we selected the Overdraft
Application rejection and the Password Reset video mismatch scenarios.

First, one of the most apparent results was that concise textual explanations, typically
considered as a short list, such as bullet point, were a critical element. Alongside
this, the text needed to be in natural language, given that the participants wanted a
“simple sentence”.

Secondly, this choice is inverted, as if this is indeed critical to the design, thenwe should
see a more positive outlook on the textual version, compared to a more graphical design.

Thirdly, we determined appropriate XAI methods that would inform the explicit
design, such that they met the desired criteria.

Finally, each design was implemented over three user stories and provided with some
styling reminiscent of the Starling Bank mobile app.

This meant we had two designs per scenario, which primarily contrasted in terms of
the core design elements used and the XAI methods supporting them. These designs
would be presented for each scenario as individual and mostly static, and so participant
input could be gathered regarding desired User Agency/Control, and for Exploring the
Explanation. Opportunities for Customer Education would be included where applicable,
and participant Expectations would be considered in light of the XAI methods used.

4.2.0.1 Overdraft Application User Stories

– Alice is a Cybersecurity consultant wanting to expand on her photography hobby, so
is looking to get an overdraft of £2000, however it only gave her £1800, so she wants
to know what would be the easiest change to get her that last bit

– Benny is a university student wanting to extend his overdraft to £600 after a few too
many nights out buying rounds, which he got but with a 35% effective rate

– Clarke is a manager at a local bookshop, and decided to try out after recently joining
Monzo after recommendations from friends, and saw the offer for an overdraft on
account creation; they were declined the overdraft since they are not looking to put
much money into the account, and for very recently having a credit check
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4.2.0.2 Password Reset User Stories

– Dylan looks completely different after lockdown, having lost weight and grown a
bushy moustache

– Erica recently switched to contact lenses and has a cut on her chin from boxing, but
more importantly has changed her hairstyle, dyed darker, with long bangs

– Faker is not the owner of the account and is trying to break in, but as it turns out has
similar shaped ears (but not that similar) and very similar skin tone

4.2.1 Overdraft Scenario

4.2.1.1 Textual Design

This design (Fig. 4.1) uses a counterfactual approach to identify the necessary actions
needed on the user’s part to change the outcome. This would make use of the user’s
data, both what was input (such as their monthly income), and what can be collected
from historical information and potentially external datum, such as recent credit checks
against them. No ordering between counterfactuals is imposed.

The three user stories, Alice, Benny, and Clarke, are represented respectively in
Figures 4.1a), 4.1b), and 4.1c).

We envisaged that a design like this would be supported by counterfactual local
explanations similar to Fig. 4.2. One of the key benefits of this XAI is that it can produce a
diverse set of complimenting actions that users can take to change the outcome of themodel.

One limitation of this approach is that, with current methods, the feasibility of a
change in reality is not considered. This means that if only a single set of counterfactuals
is provided, then they might focus on the “simplest” change for the counterfactual XAI,
but which is extremely difficult to accomplish for the user’s situation. For example, it
might suggest an increase in income when the user has already recently received a pay rise.
While these have been presented as if they are single-effect, it is possible that they may be
based on multiple factors, perhaps ones expected to naturally compliment one another; for
example, a decrease in spending alongside waiting 60 days. Multi-effect counterfactuals as
part of the textual explanation, however, may increase complexity and harm conciseness,
so were not used here as that would be at odds with the key design principle (concise
lists of simple sentences), and are perhaps better explored interactively.
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a) User Story A b) User Story B c) User Story C

Figure 4.1: The Counterfactual Overdraft Explanation Design.
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Figure 4.2: Example of Counterfactuals Guided by Prototypes [6]
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4.2.1.2 Graphical Design

This design (Fig. 4.3) presents a series of graphical global explanations for each considered
feature, such as partial dependence plots, which are zoomed and cropped to the locally
relevant area: the assignedbracket and its immediate neighbours. Whilst the counterfactual
approach presented only a set of “relevant” components, this is not inherent in this design,
therefore we presented all available components such as their income, the number of
credit checks against them, their monthly spending, and their highest existing credit
limit. As the overdraft limit and the interest rate brackets might be decoupled, we
envisage a touch interaction that switches between the two, with the default set to the
most “relevant” of the two, namely where the user is closest to a neighbouring bracket.
No ordering between graphs is imposed.

The three user stories, Alice, Benny, and Clarke, are represented respectively in
Figures 4.3a), 4.3b), and 4.3c).

We envisaged that a design like this might be supported by an approach similar to Fig.
4.4, though we specify using PDPs explicitly, and despite similarity avoided including ICE
to promote clarity given the small sizes. If only a single plot was displayed, this might
have been changed, however the constraints of a mobile device’s screen place and the
average reading distance a clear limitation on information density.

While we did not determine exactly whether to use a PDP or some other plot, the design
element represent any graphical global explanations. This intended to promote greater
awareness of where the outcome sat with respect to its nearby boundaries, which here
would have been the current and neighbouring brackets for overdraft limit and interest rate.

A key limitation with this approach is that it requires literacy in this graph’s own
design language, and so being able to recognise where user’s data was placed (here, within
a circle), what the axis were, what the boundaries in terms of each bracket meant, and so
on. Due to inexperience with producing visualisations meant for public consumption, the
design was somewhat inadequate in communicating these, so it was explained during
the Evaluation session. This resembles how such a visualisation might be viable when
presented to the user by an expert in Customer Services, who can describe each aspect
in a conversational manner.
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a) User Story A b) User Story B c) User Story C

Figure 4.3: The PDP/Graphical Overdraft Explanation Design.
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Figure 4.4: Example of Partial Dependence and Individual Condition Expectation Plots [42]
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4.2.2 Password Reset Scenario

4.2.2.1 Textual Design

This design (Fig. 4.5) makes use of the binary state of local matching similarities directly to
the portion of the user’s video dataset to highlight which components were non-matches,
or combining potentially with heuristics to identify when they are obscured. This is based
on an interpretable model, which is closer to glass box than black box with its presentation
of important features. No ordering between matches is imposed.

The three user stories, Dylan, Erica, and Faker, are represented respectively in Figures
4.5a), 4.5b), and 4.5c).

We envisaged that a design like this would be supported by a prototype-based deep
learning approach similar to Fig. 4.6.

Our design was inspired by Chen et al. [37] where they introduced a method for
combining a prototype-based approach with deep learning to create an interpretable
image recognition system. Since we would not present actual images, the idea was to
use the matches, or absence thereof, to inform what features of the user’s face did indeed
match the data already recorded for the account holder. This was presented as a binary
match, though may internally use a confidence metric, however this was not presented
as it would conflate with the graphical design for this scenario. This would mean that
what the user saw were the features that either matched, or those that did not.

To ensure that this design only “recognises” the user, wewould presume an XAI system
that only can make prototyped-matches against the existing ID data available to Starling.
This would include ID documentation, but also it would include the ID video made by the
user on account creation, as well as any more recent videos they have submitted due to
forgetting their password prior. This could potentially be used for broader security checks,
and so there may also be videos from these. If the deep-learning component was originally
trained to be able to perform matches on people agnostic of age and similar changes, then
it may perform well even if the user only had their ID video from multiple years ago. If
not, then it might not decide they are sufficiently similar, and would not find a match.
This could be dealt with heuristically using style transfer approaches to synthetically age
up older videos, or by recommending users upload new videos on an annual basis or so.
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a) User Story D b) User Story E c) User Story F

Figure 4.5: The Prototype Matching Password Reset Design.
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Figure 4.6: Example of A Deep Learning Approach to Interpretable Image Recognition [37]
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4.2.2.2 Graphical Design

This design (Fig. 4.7) makes use of global 1D similarity scores for known features in
an explainable black box design, typically a deep-learning approach such as labelled
vector/encoding similarity or feature-aware discriminator. These are then ordered by
importance to the decision, such that the first value was the most significant, perhaps
seemingly regardless of its similarity. This ranking may be produced by a number of
approaches, however single-effect strength is identified as likely the most meaningful
within the context of appropriate and actionable feedback.

The three user stories, Dylan, Erica, and Faker, are represented respectively in Figures
4.7a), 4.7b), and 4.7c).

We envisaged that a design like this would be supported by a large deep learning
approach similar at a high-level to Fig. 4.8.

We did not prescribe an exact method to be used, as this is meant to represent a more
global explanationwith some component of 1-dimensional confidence or similarity scoring.
I combined this in a speed-dial visualisation with the global contribution concerned for
determining overall facial recognition. This was colour coded and styled according to
a figure used by Starling Bank.

The approach could be based on vector similarity, preferably with some known
dimensions, or with a labelled encoding from an autoencoder. Alternatively, this could
make use of a GAN discriminator, which could be trained in a one-shot manner on the
user ID data and previous videos, and output a learned representation of their facial
features. This might also use image saliency and attempt to determine global matching
of features based on the previous data.

Since all features would contribute, a ranking was imposed based on importance
to the decision. For the purposes of illustration, I roughly mapped this as using the
highest confidence band for “Highly Similar” as most important, and then the highest
distance from the peak of the band the “needle” is currently in to determine between
similar rankings to represent nonlinear contribution to the final decision. In reality, this
would likely be a more formal approach, such as permutation importance, or whichever
global explanation fits the feature scoring best.
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a) User Story D b) User Story E c) User Story F

Figure 4.7: The Ranked Similarity Password Reset Design.
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Figure 4.8: Example of A Deep Neural Network Approach to Facial Recognition [43]
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4.3 Findings from Evaluation Session

The immediately apparent finding was the confirmation that the textual designs were
generally more well-received than the graphical ones, corresponding to local explanations
that were felt to be directly actionable. Participants could envisage graphical designs that
could be useful, but overall they were considered supplementary to the textual designs.
While this supports the expected findings, ultimately the more important components
of this are understandings of why, and how can we refine our ideas of which design
elements are important for XAI in a banking app.

This indicates that participants prefer interpretable glass box models, which are
generally more amenable to such textual explanations, and by their nature are always
able to provide an actionable local explanation.

4.3.1 Appropriate Level of Detail in Explanation

The textual explanations were recognised as meeting an Appropriate Level of Detail,
which was supported by how participants, without prompt, engaged in an exercise of
imagining what the next step was, and how the explanation could be used to form a plan
within the banking app or for setting calendar reminders. This was very positive, as it
suggested that a concise list of “bullet points”, consisting of a simple sentence or two
each, would be a good balance for such explanations to default to.

The graphical design for the Overdraft Application scenario was “more overwhelming
than the writing” for one of the participants. This supports the argument for concise
lists of simple sentences, which on a mobile device screen would also be relatively
sparse to aid readability.

There were felt to be appropriate visualisations for these scenarios, in particular
the graphical design for the Password Reset was well-received, but even the Overdraft
Application left participants imagining how a visual design could be brought up to
support the written form. Notably, their improvements prioritised on the visualisation in
terms of readability, changing to utilise colour to emphasise where user stories similar to
Clarke or Benny could put the “extra necessary to qualify for a successful overdraft”. This
suggests that plots are viable, however require good visualisation and “an explanation”
so that users would know how to interpret them.
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4.3.2 Managing Expectations

There were few findings that expanded or refined the concept of Managing Expectations,
and the original theme was uncontested. We were able to reinforce our analysis when
it came in discussing the amount of time that was felt to be the maximum acceptable
for the scenarios. The participants decided they were happy with taking 24 hours for
the overdraft to process, especially if it was seen by a person, if it was going to be
rejected. The Password Reset videos were expected to be accepted or rejected practically
instantaneously, which matched expectations.

An interesting observation is that there is a dichotomy between what is deemed hard
by the user and what is deemed hard by the expert. This matches the common notion
found in AI research and deployment, where the tasks considered simple by machines are
those found difficult for humans, while those considered simple by humans are found
to be extremely difficult for machines.

4.3.3 User Agency/Control

Consolidating the feedback gives rise to a triple dot menus or such in one corner, perhaps
besides the page title. This idea was developed with participants to provide options
for exporting the explanations to a local PDF, directly contact Customer Services, and
accessibility options. Having convenient features such as automated password resets is
nice, but there needs to be other methods for those that can’t or won’t use it, and they
should still be convenient, it just might be less so.

The explanation export was a novel idea raised by a participant, who realised that
this could be useful for referring to at a later date as part of a plan, or to reference when
consulting with a financial advisor.

Being able to directly contact Customer Services from within the explanation, after
perhaps waiting in a queue, was recommended as that way you could either get a
conversational explanation, or directly escalate and potentially correct errors. While it
was suggested that bias could be reported here, participants were not confident they
would be able to recognise bias in such explanations, so even they could report it, they
felt it was unlikely they would.

Accessibility followed from a participant recognising that colour-graded visualisation
could be problematic, and that Starling has a very prominent style but might in-turn
sacrifice readability. This expanded to include changing colour schemes, contrast, text,
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and font size to be more readable. We can infer this includes text spacing and line
spacing, as well as specific accessibility options for Dyslexia such as additional spacing
after full stops and supportive fonts.

4.3.4 Actionable Explanation

This theme was refined by the evaluation session, and found to appropriately describe
setting up “what comes next” for the user. Both “clues” for the user to begin to perform on
their own, but also the possibility of assisting them with this directly by helping produce
plans with a timeline or to set calendar reminders.

For the Overdraft Application, this was considered by participants as notable, but
not in the expected sense. As expected, there was a desire for the wording to improve
and provide clear directions, but more importantly there was a desire for a blend of User
Control and Actionable Explanations in the form of creating plans and setting reminders.
In other words, the level of information was considered sufficient to move on to “what
comes next”, and while the Next button might move a user to such a page, it was also
noted that the ability to create plans and set reminders could be part of the explanations
directly, with a button alongside it. This is a particularly interesting finding, as it reinforces
that this is indeed an appropriate level of detail, and suggests that providing an Actionable
Explanation should also include at least some direct methods to begin that action, where
relevant. This has expanded upon the concept of the theme significantly, and indicates
that it could become a very practical and user-desired feature of XAI systems.

For the Password Reset scenario, this was focused more on what could be immediately
doable for the user, such as brushing hair away or taking off sunglasses, or potentially
moving to somewhere with better lighting and less noise. Beyond that, the most important
situation was account recovery, and so the explanation was noted to serve to jog a user’s
memory as to what may have changed about them recently, such that they know what
they need to tell a human Customer Service operator. Both designs were felt to fit this
need, though the concise clarity of the textual explanation was felt to be most sufficient.

4.3.5 Customer Education

It was made clear that Customer Education opportunities are highly dependent on the
scenario at hand, and potentially the time-pressures involved. While the Overdraft
Application was felt to be an appropriate opportunity, perhaps thanks to how it is
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a deliberate and considered situation where the user would likely spend some time
digesting the decision and any explanation, the Password Reset was not felt to be
appropriate. Perhaps it was seen as outside the remit of a banking/financial service to
expand upon, or simply that the participants were not particularly interested in learning
how such a system couldwork. Itmay also be a combinationwith this being a fixed function
of the overall system, whereas Customer Education with the Overdraft Application is
about broader financial advice and literacy.

One participant was particularly interested in explanations providing direct links
to more materials and resources, such as FAQs, webinars, blogs, and reports. This
supports the Overdraft Application’s textual explanation, which included such a link, and
was included in that participant’s thoughts for how to produce an improved graphical
explanation. This participant did not respond positively to the idea that the Password
Reset scenario would need to store past video for comparison, and felt it was infringing on
their privacy and self-expression to be “expected” to have to resemble themselves from
the past. Such concerns beg the question of viable privacy-preserving approaches and
XAI, and what can be done to educate customers as to how their privacy is protected.

4.3.6 Exploring the Explanation

Exploration was noted as desirable for the Overdraft Application, where a user might
“tap on monthly income, and then it would show you the graph”, the other participant
describing this as “all the information on one screen, and then you can click on that and
open up a new screen with more visualised data”, to expand and explore upon the textual
explanation. This was not desired for the Password Reset, seemingly to be due to the
time-critical nature of it, where neither participant was concerned with learning more of
why, but would rather retry or escalate to a human in Customer Services to help resolve this.

This is consistent with the thematic analysis, and the capability formultiple explanation
techniques or visualisations that are already used in XAI. It does, however, demonstrate
that there is a nuance in actual implementation that means human-centred approaches
may need to limit this to perhaps a primary and secondary explanation, and recognise
when it is simply a distraction to the user, and should be avoided in favour of priming
them to contact human support.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

This project has begun to tease out the important design components and notions needed
for effective, trusted XAI, particularly in the context of mobile banking apps. By taking
a human-centred approach and researching practical designs, this project shows that
producing XAI for mobile banking that users can trust is feasible and achievable.

5.1 Contributions

Wehave conducted an early human-centred study into the design of XAI systems that users
would trust for mobile banking. This explored different design elements, with designs that
consider the dichotomy of textual vs. graphical explanations, local vs. global methods,
and glass box vs. explainable black box. Here, we found textual local explanations from
interpretable glass box models were practical, sufficient, and actionable.

We have determined that these concepts are likely to be important in this endeavour,
and form a foundation for further research:

– Appropriate Level of Detail in Explanation

– Managing Expectations

– User Agency/Control

– Actionable Explanation

– Customer Education

– Exploring the Explanation
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We have expanded on and refined these to produce a few possible rules of thumb
that might be considered by those doing further design research:

1. Use a concise list / bullet points, one to two simple sentences each

2. Value transparency and security, communicate why something’s done that way

3. Be concise and readable first, let it be explored/expanded later if needed

4. Always let the user contact human operators that can override the computer

5. Prioritise accessibility, make some convenience available to all

6. Trust users to make a plan from concrete details, help them achieve it

7. Some people want to know more, make it easy to find in formats they prefer

8. Users would rather talk with experts than fiddle, keep exploration simple

5.2 Future Work

Thiswork raisesmany further questions for new research. Beyond refining this project with
larger studies and more analysis, and testing different design elements with Wizard of Oz
studies and evaluations, I believe there are important questions revealed for XAI at large.

Human-centred design of XAI is nascent, and as shown has important design consid-
erations specific to the scenario it is deployed in. Considering broader design principles,
potentially constructing design matrices and plotting where different XAI designs fall
within them, would be of great value when trying to determine complementary XAI that
could be used where one supplements the other, will likely transfer to many scenarios.

Finally, we consider the fundamental question of trust. In the end, trust is an amorphous
and dynamic relationship, and if we wish to make use of computer automation to provide
greater accessibility, convenience, and capabilities, then we need to truly consider what
is necessary for trust in the population. This likely involves many facets and likely
requires many changes.

Developing these concepts and researching into the actual human impact and concerns
will clearly be critical for an increasingly digital society, aswithout suchworkwewill simply
have a fragile foundation upon which our architecture of trust is built. Best we iterate on
these in research rather than endanger the finances of the public with risky decisions.
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Appendix A

Extended Questions for Focus Groups

A.1 Methods of XAI

– What if it was actually by a person? (Editor’s picks, curation, and such? Computer
recommends, human decides?)

– What if a computer works through the problem like a person? (You want to find out
your tax bracket? It should use the same checklist.)

– What if we don’t know how/why the computer did it, but can guess? (Side question,
does “it’s AI” feel different from “it’s a computer”?)

– Would knowing this affect your response to the computer/decision?

– What if the decision had an element of randomness? Not for every system, but
can be effective, like GPT uses it to avoid giving the same response every time to a
question, and recommendations will want to find interesting new stuff at random
since otherwise they might get buried.

– Have you been given explanations by a human? As a pop-up when looking at the
ad or search result?

– What if it gives the ticked off checklist that it used to actually decide as a kind of
report?

– (Or some relevant portion? Showing “oh, not this and not that, but instead these”
where perhaps that’s calibrated by “global” importance, so you’re seeing “relevant”
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ones you didn’t get ticked. Or “a list of the steps that the system went through to
make the decision” which you can expand or collapse to explore, a bit like a doctor
or nurse listening to you and saying“oh it might be this, or it might be that”?)

– What if we weren’t given a report of the decision-making process itself, but instead
were figuring out why a decision was made, like a review?

– How much detail would you be interested in? It probably depends on the context
and decision, so what situations might need certain amounts?

– “To what extent and in what ways do you want over these kinds of decisions?”

– They probably say “it depends.” So what do you think is the appropriate amount
for a given context. What should the interface be?

– If it’s a case like you’re driving along and your car thinks your about to crash,
should it be giving a lengthy explanation? No, if any then must be simple and
straightforward, since there’s not much time, and you need to react or brace.

– But something like you have to decide to have an operation, you probably want a lot
of detail and explanation, from human or computer, and you want control over the
final decision.

– “How would you like the explanations shown to you?”

– Could an explanation be interactive, or should it be “matter of fact”? Where? In a
notification?

– Should decisions be made with a “chain of reasoning”, or is it okay to just try and
explain why it was made afterwards?

A.2 Experience with XAI in a Financial Context

– What are your experiences from mobile or online banking?

– What are the computer decisions you are aware of?

– What are the stakes in some of these decisions? Login for a branchless bank like
Starling is obviously pretty important. Not having your card or details stolen.
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– How were these decisions made? Were there explanations?

– Did a computer hand over to a human to make a decision or to provide explanation
for you?

– How did it notify you? Was any explanation apparent or hidden?

– Would you prefer if there were explanations at all?

– Do you think that would change how you interact with or view it?

– Does the kind of explanation matter? Justification? In writing or more visual?

– What control/interaction would you like? Would that improve things?

– Should the decision have a “chain of reasoning”, or would it be okay if it just
explained itself afterwards? Does this depend on the stakes?
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